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Atetract

We ccosider three explanations for variation in' on teaching

for higher-crder thinking in US secondary classrooms: 1) conceptions of

teaching and learning rooted in the secondulrechool curriculum encourage

teachers to pursue higher-order objectives primarily when teaching high-

tradk students and advanced courses; 2) nany teachers ladk adequate

preparation to teach for higher-order thinking; and 3) aspects of school

organizatilmidisx=rage teachers frau pursuing higher-order objectives. To

test hypotheses flowing from these explanations, we asked secondary teachers

in 16 schools to iftltify their instructional goals for eadh of their

classes. From their responses, we constructed and evaluated scales intended

to capture the emphasis on 1140wr-amNmcbjectives in math, science, social

studies, and English. A variance decarrposition revealed that math classes

differ in instructicnal objectives primarily because each math teacher tends

to differentiate her otjectives for her different caasses while social

studies classes vary primarily because of differences among social studies

teachers. School-to-school variation was manifest in English and social

studies but not in math and science. Athmerlevel hierarchical regression

model revealed powerful effects of track on higher-order objectives in all

disciplines, but especially in math and science. Effects of teacher

preparation and organization designimere manifest in Ebglish and social

studies, but not in math or science. 7he differentiatim cf instructional

objectives based on student track is appariatlydeeply institutionalized in

all subjects, tut particularly in math and science. Implications for pcaicy

and future research are considered.



Over the past decade, rezearch on teaching/um undergone an importhnt

transformaticm as reseandmmrshine turned their attention tram instructical

for basic skills toward teaching for higher-order thinking (Bereiter and

Scardamalia, 1987; Peterson, 1988; Praurat, 1989; Newmann, 1990). This change

results fromawidespread perception that US schools are amparatively

ineffective in cultivating conceptual understanding of academic subjects,

For example, recent large-scale assessments demonstrate that although US

students perform adequately on tests of basic skills, they perform

oomparatively poorW on tasks that involve pradem solving, critical

analysis, and flexible understanding of subject matter MS Department of

Blucation, 1991: 32-41). In this light, teaching for higher-order thinkinig

is increasingly accepted as a goal towardvihich the edUcation profession

should strive.

Recent commentary and research also emphasize that teaching for higher-

order thinking is important for the learning of all students in all

academic subjects. Fur example, Peterson (1988:2) cites research suggesting

"the need for an increased instructional focus on teaching higher-level

skills in mathematics to all students. SUch an increased focus might be

particularly important for lower-achieving students, who havemme

difficulty than their peers in learning these higher-order skills on their

own." With respect to secondary social studies, Newmann (1990:48) proposed

that teaching for higher-order thinking is important for all learners:

"...Any person, young or old, regardless of experience, can participate in

higher-order thought. Students will differ in the kinds of challenges they

are able to nester, but all are capable of confronting a challenge in the

imterpretation, analysis, and manipalation of knowledge." Doyle (1983) also

3
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reviews research indicating that teething' cognitive processes and knowledge

structures can be of special benef it to lower-achieving students.

Despite the emerging consensus on the importance of teaching for

higher-order thinking, research generally finds that classroom instruction

in high schools is focused on basic skills (Goodlad, 19134; 11, Ozhen, &

Farrar, 1985). 'IC the extent that teaching for higher-order thinking is

manifest, evidence suggests that it occurs far more often in high-track than

in low-tzack classes (Metz, 1978; Cakes, 1985; Page, 1990) . Thus, at the

high school level in the United States, a sharp contrast exists between

cu=ent visions of educational excellence and currently institutionalized

patterns of educational xactice.

In this paper, we consider and test several explanaticns for the

apparent disparities across 1B secondary classrooms in teaching for higher-

order thinking. The first explanation holds that hierarchical c- .3o-vtions of

teaching and learning are deeply embedded in the high school curriculum and

that these conceptions discourage teachers from euhracing higher-order

instructimal goals except when teaching the most advanced students in the

=et advanced subjects. If this explanation is credible, we should expect

instructional goals to vary yinitl teathers. That is, when the several

classes taught by a given high school teacher vary in terms of the presumed

academic ability of their students cc the level of subject matter to be

taught, that teacher should place more egohas is on teaohing for higher-order

thinking when teaching high-tradc students and when teaching more advanced

subjects. Moreover, this tendency of a teacher to differentiate

instructional goals across classes should be most pronounced in those

4



academic disciplines that are most clearly differentiated on the basis of

student ability and level of oourse difficulty.

A second explanation emphasizes differences among teachers rather than

differences within teachers. According to this view, variations in teachers'

subject-natter knowledge and peclagogima1 expertise are critical in

understanding differences among teachers in instructional goals (Shulman,

1987) . We hypothesize that more highly educated and experienced teachers,

who are presmably more lormledgeable about their discipline and have

acquired more pedagogical expertise, will. embmaa higher-order instructimal

goals with higher frequency than will less educated or less experienced

teachers. We also investigate the effect of a teacher's preparation to teach

the specific content of each class to which the teacher is assigned. We

hypothesize that when teacher preparation matches the content, the teacher

will be more likely to pa-sue higher-arder instructional goals than lithen

preparation and content match poorly. The adequacy of the match will depend

both on the teacher's overall preparation and on the process used to assign

teachers to courses.

A third explanation focuses cn the organizational environments in which

teachers work. Recent work on sclx;o1 restructuring, for example, suggests

that bureaucratic rules that closely regulate or routinize teachers' work

will discourage the pursuit of higher-order instructional goals while

organizational environments characterized by supportive administrative

leadershi.p, high levels of teacher collaboration, and strong teacher

control over instruction will facilitate the pursuit of such instructional

goals. According to reasoning described in detail later, organizational

5
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environments can be expected to produce variation in instructional goals at

two levels: among the tail:4mm within a school and among schools.

Using teachers' self-repoatedemFhasis on teaching for higher-order

goals in each of the classes they teach, we examine the incidence of

teadhing Par highem*-<=klurthinking in a sample ct 1205 classes taught by 303

academic teachers in 16 diverse high schocas in California and Michigan.

The ti.ree explanations we consider imply that teachers' goalswill vary at

each ct three levels: withinteschers as a function of characteristics of

the classes a teadheremounters; among the teacharsioadcing in a particular

school; and across schools. Accordingly, we employ a three-level

hierarchical linear model that enables us to decompose variation in

instructional goals into these three components. We then employ predictor

variables measured at each of these three bevels in an attempt to account

for the manliest:variation at eadh level. This procadure is replicated for

each of four major academic disciplines: mathematics, science, social

studies, and English.

We begin by reviewing the logic underlying the three evlanations for

variation in higher-order instrwtional goals. Me then describe in detail

the methods we use to test these explanations, including the scales used to

measure emphasis on higher-G=1w instr=tional goals in each discipaine.

Finally: we turn to the results and implications for research on teaching

and school reform.

Alteniative }Violations and Hypotheses

A number of studies have reported that classes serving high-achievimg

stmlents are substantially mare likely-than classes serving low-adhieving

6



students to emphasizekiiigier-criftr thinldng prooesses (lmIxerves, 1967;

liOtz, 1978; Oakes, 1985; Page 1990). A, picture emerging from qualitative

accounts is that edwators oammonly presume less abbe students to he

capable primarily of rote memorization and procedural knowledge. In, this

view, more abae students can apply)mawledge bid analyze problems as a

prelude to thinking about alternative solutions. However, only the most

able students can synthesize contrasting points of view vn order to develop

new theoretical formulations, to pcccose and defend alternative solutions to

problems, or to evaluate critically alternative courses of action.

Several egplanations mdght be offered to aocount for the disparity

between high- and low-achieving classes in the instructional goals teachers

have been found to pursue. Metz (1978) has argued that teachers resort to

basic skills instruction in classes serving low-achieving students as a

classroom management strategy. In this view, the routine tasks and slow pace

of work that accompany much basic skills instruction keep low-achieving

students busy while accoimoodating their preferences for easywork.

Neo-Marxists and critical theorists, on the other hand, see the

disparity in instruction across academic tracks as flawing from the

educational system's role in reproducing social inequality. Inthis view,

tracking and ability grouping sort students on the basis of sccial class and

ethnic background and then provide them instruction consistent with their

future occupational destinies. The nation that low-track students are

incapable of critical reasoning prepares these students to accept

subordinate social roles while the presumed superior cognitive powers of

the high-track students justify thelmare prestigious and powerful social

roles they will later occupy (Bowles and Gintis, 1976).

7
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The pervasive influence of behaviorism in curriculum and instruction

provides a final potential explanation for variation across US secondary

classes in the pursuit of higher-order instructional goals. As Shepard

(1991) demonstrates, behaviorist theories imply that students learn best

when complex learning tasks are broken dawn into wailer parts that are

learned sequent_ially. Only when the earlier, simple steps are mastered is

the learner ready for more complex tasks requiring analysis, hypothesis

testing, and critical evaluation. This vice of learning may help aoccunt for

the differentiation of teaching adectives by student ability. Irma-

achieving students may chrcuically experience lower-order instructional

emphasis because educators view these students as "stuck" in the early

phases of the learning process. In contrast, the higher-achieving students,

having mastered the basic skills, may be viewed as prepared to handle more

complex learning tasks.

Indeed, Peterson (1988:7) criticizes the traditional elementary sdiool

mathematics curriculum "as based on the aseamption that computational skills

must be learned Wore children are taught to solve even simple word

problems." At the secondary level, the curriculum also reflects this

sequential notion. For example, in mathematics, US students commonly take

pre-algebra, then algebra, then geometry. It is common to view higher-order

objectives as more appropriate later in the sequence: proofs are expected in

geometry hut not algebra; mathematical reasoning is more appropriate in

algebra than pre-algebra. As student progress throup the grades, only the

more able students amear to keep up with the academic mathematics

curriculum, so that most will fall away before they encounter truly higher-

order instructional objectives.

8
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The interpretaticns we have described are not mutually exclusive.

Teachers might emphasize law-level objectives in low-tradc classes as a

classroom management strategy even if the larger educational system

functioned to reproduce inequality in adult status. And neither of these

views precludes the possibility thmt the curriculma has been constructed to

facilitate a behaviorist conception of learning inidliCh mastering basic

skills is a necessary prelude to higher-order reascnirg. Tmese perspectives,

takentogether, suggest two hypotheses:

Hl. The higher the academic track cf a class, the more

likely a teacher will be to report an emphasis on teaching for

higher-order thinking in that class; and

H2. The higher the grade level cf a class, the mcre likely a

teacher will he to report an emphasis cn higher-order thinking in

that class.

These effects ct tradk and grade may not operate similarly in eadh of

the major academic disciplines. As Stodolsky (1988) points cut,

disciplinary specializations in the US are bounded on difbaremt

epistemological bases. Therefore, there may be real differences in the

degree of hierarchical curricular organization acrms the, disciplines, with

the result that the effects ct tradk and grade will also vary. Bar example,

the US mathematics currioalum tends to be sharply differentiated by track.

College-bound students take 3. markedly different sequence of ccurses than do

vocaticnal or general track students. Honors students often take yet a

different sequence. Moreover, the prescribed sequence of ccurses tends to

be especially rigid in math (e.g., algebra before gecmetry before

trigonometry). The science curriculum is similarly quite differentiated by

academic track, and the prescribed sequence of courses fairly standardized

(though not as standardized as in math) with biology preceding chemistry

9
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preceding physics. On the other handl the social studies and Ertglish

curricula appear less differentiated in both ways. Courses mare often have

the same labels for college-bound and non-college-bound students and the

sequence of courses is more flexible.1 These differenoes may be related to

the afferent social functions serval by the several disciplines. For

exanple, it is =awn to view math as critical in gate-keeping decisions

&mtermining later occupational attairenent, while social studies is essential

in promoting political socialization. It would tkarefore be functional for

the math curriculum to be highly differentiated by ability and age but

dysfunctional for the social studies curriculum to be similarly

differentiated.

The notion that the disciplines differ in their degree of hierarchical

organization leads us to a third hypothesis:

EL The effects of track and grade?, level on teaching for
higher-order thinking should be greater in math and science than
in English and Social Studies.

In summary, our discussion to this point has focused on intra-teacher

variation in teaching for higher-order thinkinc. We have conjectured that a

given teacher intentionally differentiates instructional goals across the

various classes he or dhe teaches and that when teaching younger students or

students in lower academic tracks, a teacher tends to places less emphasis

on higher-order instructional objectives. If such intra-teadher decision

processes were the only source of variation in teaching for higher-or:3er

thinking, then variation among teachers would arise only to the extent that

lA preliminary analysis of the data used in this study =firms these
ideas. We examined ootzse titles by track designation, course titles by
grade level, and the amount of ability grouping by subject area. These
analyses lent support to the notion that math and science tend to be more
rigidly sequenced and tracked than do social studies and Engliath.

10
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sone teachers were assigned to teach more high-tradc or high-grade classes

than were other teachers. We would them conclude that the effects of track

and grade are deeply institutionalized in conoeptions cf teaching and

learning that are essentially invxriant acmes teachers and organizational

environments.

igaillE_B&..OSSIMHZUMIELTExining

An exclusive focus on intra-teacher processes neglects effects of

relatively stable differences in the background and preparation of teachers

on teaching for higher-order thinking. Yet these differences might be

impmtant in understanding the variation in instructional objectives that

students encounter. There has been considerable commentary on the kinds of

preparation and knowledge teachers need in order to teach effectively for

higher-order thinkirg. Talbert and colleagues (1990) extensively reviewed

this literature, focusing on two types of knowledge: in-depth kerwledge of

subject matter and "pedagogical content knowledge" (Shulman, 1987), that is,

indepth knowledge of how to teach the subject matter. Teachers who lack the

rewired kncwledge apparently resort to "teaching the facts." An emphasis on

transmitting procedural and factual information allows teachers to oantyol

the flow of classroom interaction, thereby avoiding challenging discourse or

responding to student challenges or questions that require a deep

understanding of the subject matter being taught.

In this paper, we index L.,achars' broad subject-matter knowledge by

reference to teachers, level of eduoation, and we index broad pedagogical.

knowledge by reference to years of teaching experience, under the asstmption

that =re highly educated and experienoed baachers know their subject areas

11
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better and have acquired more r.edagogical expertise. This reasc

generates two hypotheses:

114: The higher a teacher's level of education, the greater

the likelihool that the teacher will eigthasize teachim for

higher-order thinkinge and

115: Ihe more years of teaching experience possessed by a

tAnctwer, the greater the likelihood that the teacher will

enchasize teaching for higher-order thinking.

It wee hypotheses relate teacher background to a broad predisposition to

teadh for higher--orckw thinking. However, the knowledge required to teach

for higher-crier thinking is undoubtedly highly specific. Fbr example

Talbert et al. (1990) discuss situations in Which teachers who are generally

capdble of teaching far higher-order thinking do not teadh in this way

because of a mismatdi between their knowledge and the particular content of

the course or lesson they are assigned to teach. In fact, Talbert et al.

(1990) argue that "cross-over" teaching -- teaching out of one's sUbject

area -- strongly predicts "trangmi csdon" style instruction, which they view

as the opposite of teaching for understanding. In this paper, we index the

specif ic preparaticn of teachers by their reports of the degree to which

they feel prepared to teach each of the courses to which they are assigned,

suggesting the following hypothesis:

H6: The more prepared a teacher feels tx) teach a particular

manse, the more likely that teacher will be to emphasize

teaching for higher-order thinking in that course.

Our hypo"!=p'=a regarding ef facts of teacher eduzation and! experience

(M and 115) are hypotheses about predictors of intgrztmatm variation in

instructional objectives. In contrast, the hypothesized effects of the match

between a teacher's preparation and the content to be taught in a

particular class are, in part, intiorcbgr effects. Tb the extent a

12
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teacher feels differential4 well prepared to teach in the several classes

assigned, that teacher's instructional goals are expected to vary across

those classes. Of course, it might be that same teachers are, on average,

better-prepared to teach their classes than are other teachers, contributing

to inter-teacher variation in instructional goals.

aSMIAAB-BITMLgazaanifiaticam

Finally, recent research asserts a relationship between the formal

organization of schools and the distribution of teadhing far higher-order

thinking. FOr example, Darling-Hammond and Wise (1985) argue that the work

cf teachers is becoming more routinized and regulated as state education

agencies and local school systems increasingly irolement standardized

curricula and use standardized tests to assess the performance of students,

teachers, and schools.

Available evidence suggests that teachers alter their instructional

practices in response to these policies (Bullough, Gitlin, & Goldstein,

1984; Darling-Hammond and Wise, 1985; Rdsenholz, 1987; for a review, see

Rowan, 1990). Because available texts and tests tend to stress "law-level"

cognitive skills, and because bureaucratic pressures for accountability

force teachers to use "direct instruction" to teach to these tests,

instruction is allegedly beaming more highly focused on basic skills.

Moreover, teachers appear to alter the pace of instructian in response to

bureaucratic policies, stressing content coverage over depth, a practice

that Newmann (1990) has argued is incompatible with teaching for hilaer-

order thinking.

These ideas suggest that two organizational features of schools will

have direct effects on teachers' emphasis on higher-order thinldng: the

13



extent to which standardized tests of studs* achievement are used to judge

the quality of teaching and the extent to which teachers feel obligated to

"cover the curriculum." In our view, these organizational features will

produce variation at two levels of cur model. To scmle extent, accountability

systems and prewures for curriculum coverage operate at the school level

and should produce inter-school differences in teaching objectives. At the

same time, 'however, previous research demonstrates that not all teachers

will feel these pressures equally (Roman, Raudentush, & Kang, 1991) .

Teacimrs Thto inhabit different locaticze within the organization of the

school may differentially perceive such pressures or ray respond differently

to them. We shall test the following hypotheses:

H7: 'Po the extent a teacher feels that the quality of his or
her teaching is judged on the basis of standardized tests, that

teacher will be less likely to teach for higher-order thinking;

and

118: To the extent that a teacher feels pressure to "cover
the curriculum," that teacher will be less likely to teach for

higher-order thinking.

As we have seen, much of the debate about organizational influences on

teething for higher-order thinking has centered around the negative effects

of school bureaucratization. However, an equally important line of work has

emphasized the importance of school restructuring to promote teaching for

lugher-order thirking. In this argument, such teething will require the

development of a collegial "learning community" among teachers, supportive

leaderShip tram school administrators, and more control by teachers over the

kinis of instructional policies and procedures that currently encourage a

focus on lowlevel cognitive skills. As with bureaucratic controls, ue

expect that schools might systematically differ an these dimensions, tut

there is also strong evidence that teachers within the same school vary in

14
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the extent to which they receive administrative support, join with otber

teadiers in collaborative relations, and obtain control over *pretax&

instructional policies (Rawan, et al., 1991). Thus, as with hypotheses about

bureaucratic controls, we add hypotheses about these organizational factors

to predict inter-teacher variation:

H9: The more a teacher reoeimes support from school

administrators, participates in collaborative relations with

other teachers, and exercises oontrol over law policies in the

areas of o.irricultmk and instruction, themes Ukely that teacher

will be to emphasize teaching for higher-order thinking.

Data

Data for the study were collected in 161liga schools in California and

Michigan. The 16 schools were dhosen purposefully to guarantee diversity in

seoondary school teaching contexts in terms of state policies, district

resources, school cmganization, and student composition. In the spring of

19901 questionnaires were admimistered to all teachers in these schools.

Response rates varied from a lad of 50% to a high of 100% with a median

response rate of 75%. Mathematics, science, social studies, and English

teachers were administmINI a specially tailored, subject-specific

questionnaire that asked them to report information on eadh of the classes

they were teaching. This procedure yielded complete data on 1205 classes

taught by 303 academic teachers.

Characteristics of the Classes

Table la presents descriptive statistics on characteristics ct these

1205 classes. The average class size was 25.69 students (sd = 6.47). Grade

levels ranged from 1 = freshman to 4 = senior (n = 2.34; s.d. = 1.00). In

the analyses below, we included class size as a control variable.

15
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Insert Table 1 Abcast Here

For each class, academic teachers ware asked to classify the academic

track of the class aocarding to the following oading schema: vccational,

general, oallwje-bound (non-honors), honors, and mixed. In this sample, only

four percent of the classes were described as mixed, implying that teachers

had little difficulty in classifying tkuair classes acoordiarg to tuck. Mixed

classes were dropped frcmt the analysis. Par paposes of the analysis, tsvo

indicator variables were created: an "honors" indicator took cn a value of

cne for hccors classes, zero otherwise; and an "academic" indicator took on

a value of one fcr college-bound (non-honors) classes, zero otherwise. Ttue

classes having values of zero cn both indicators were the vocational and

general track (non-college) classes. Table la shows that of the 1205

classes, 192 (16 %) were honors classes, 506 (42 %) were aoademic but not

honors, and the reueining 507 classes (42 %) were either general or

vocational track classes. Teachers were also asked to report their specific

level of preparation to teach each class. This variable was recoded as an

indicator variable that took on a value of one if a teacher felt "very well

prepared" for that class, zero otiwiwise. In 61% of the classes, the

teachers felt very well prepared.
Opt. t'

Table lb presents descriptive statistics for variables measured at the

teacher level. Tae first set of variables describe the education and

experience of teachers. Teachers in this sample were both highly

experienced, with mean years of experience = 20.02 (s.d. = 9.15) , and highly

16
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educated (70 % with masters degrees). We also callected data on sex and

ethnic background: 91 % were white, and 61 % were male.

Three scales were caistructed to measure the organizational

envimnments in which exec:hers worked. As discussed above, we view these as

teacher-level variables, in part because responses reflect teacher

perceptions of characteristics of their schools; and in part because

previous research has found that these measures vary within sthccas in

response to teacher locations within the academic division of lab= (Rzwan

et al.; 1991) . We note that global differences in school organization not

measured kierel as well as differences among schc.ols in student (=position

and academic mission, are taken into account by including in the inodel a

school-level variance calkoonent.

Bureaucratic pressures on teachers were measured by two Likert-type

scales. Pressures arising from standardized testing were assessed by an item

that asked teachers about the extent to which colleagues "judge the quality

of my teaching on the basis of my students' achievement gains" (m = 3.97/ sd

= 1.27). Pressures for cu=iculuin coverage were assessed by asking teachers

the degree to which it was 'mortar* to "cover the curriailum" (in = 4.51/ sd

= 1.15).

Variables measuring aspects of school organization hypothesized to

promote teaching for higher-order thinking were measured by scales used in

previous research (Pallas, 1988; Rowan, et al. 1991) . Supportive principal

leadership was measured by a 13-item scale with items indicating such

diverse principal activities as effectively coping with outside pressures,

setting priorities, recognizing, encouraging, and stlpporting staff, and

involving staff in decision making. Internal consistency was .92. Me extent



of sbaff cooparati.on and collegiality was measured by a scale including six

items indicating the extent to which staff meters help each other in

diverse duties, share beliefs and values about the central mission of the

school, maintain uniformly high standards of performance for theuselves and

seek /704 ideas. Internal consistency was .66. Teacher control is a nine-item

scale indicating teacher control over student behavior codes, content of

inservice programer student grouping, school curriculum, text selection,

teaching =teat and technic:pee, and amount of homework assigned. Internal

corsistency was .75. These measures show a close correspondence to ideas

presented by Rosenholz (1985) and Little (1982) about the characteristics of

effective school orpnization.

Measures of 'Beaching for higher-Order Thinking

The outoone of interest in this paper is the amount of emphasis

teachers place on higher-order thinking in each of the classes they teach.

The term higher-ozder thinking has multiple intellectual roots, b.it in

=rent usage it has acme to denote a form of cognitive understanding

constituted by knowing the general patterns and principles in a particular

knowledge domain and by COMprehellding the relationships among these

patterns and principles. Moreover, higher-coder thinking has come to denote

the application of suth knowledge in problem-solving (cole, 1991).

Although higher-order thinking undoubtedly shares 03111170n features

=Ws disciplines, we decided to treat the phenomenon as discipline-

specific rather than generic. We therefore developed separate measures of

teething for higher-orcber thinking for mathematics, science, social studi.es,

and English. In science and math, we used items developed as lert of the

NEES 90 survey, I administered by the Naticnal Center for Bducation Statistics
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By oontrast, items for social studies and Ehglish are original in the

=rent study.

Because the development of measures of teaching for higher-0=1,er

thinkingwas, in itself, informative about instruction in high sdhools, we

report on this masurement work in some detail. In each of the four

questimnaires, we used a set of eight discipline-specific itcms that asked

teachers to rate the degree of emphasis they placed on particular learning

objectives for each of the classes tiviy taught. Degree of emphasis on an

objective les indicated byafour-voint Likert scale including the choices

"none", "a little", "moderate", and "heavy" emphasis.

The scale for each discipline included items intended to imdicate both

91ilmr-order" and "lower-order" objectives, where the latter involve tasks

requiring memorization or the development of wocedural skills. We expected

that responses to items included would be sorted according tolANether they

indicated high'...-order or lower-order objectives and that the two sets of

responses would be quiba highly negatively correlated.

As a next step in the analysis, we pernarmed separate factar analyses

an the discipline-specific item sets using classes as the unit of analysis.

We assmed that the factor analysis would yield a single common factor for

each discipline with higher- and lower-order ibems having opposite signs.

However, in the math, science, and social studies areas we insbaad found

that the factor analyses yielded two separate facbars, one for hicfiler-order

objectives and one for lower-order objectives (the remilts for English are

descri)ed below) . The implication was that embracing higher-order objectives

in math, science, and social studies classes di:1mA: preclude also

emphasizing lower-order objectives.
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After performing the factor analyses, we oambined item from the

identified factors into separate scales and assessed the reliabilities of

these scales. This analysis indicated that the item sets tapping lower-order

objectives in the three disciplines formed scales with weak reliability,

with little variability in scale means across classes. In contrast, the item

sets tapping higher-order objectives forme3 quite reliable scales with scale

mans varying quite substantially across classes. Based on these results we

decided to utilize the higher-order scales in the analyses reported beim

but to drop the lower-order scales.

These measurement findings were consistent with previous reports about

instructional emphasis in high school classes. We found a fairly pervasive

emphasis ca teaching lower-order cognitive skills in math, science, and

social studies, a finding =insistent with the observations of Good lad (1984)

and Pc*tell, et al. (1985) On the other hand, we found variation across

classes in the amount emphasis placed on teaching for higher-order

thinking. Thus, the masurerent results indicate a uniform Emphasis on basic

skills and a varying empiasis across classes on teaching for higher-order

thinking.

The measurement analysis yielded discipline-specific scales of the

amount of emphasis teactuars placed on higher-crder thinking in each of their

classes. In math and science, the items included in these scales

corresponded closely to the descriptions of higher-order thinking advanced

by Cole (1991) and Prawat (1989). The items indicate emphasis on key

concepts, principles, and relationships in a discipline and an entiasis on

the use of this knadedge in problem-solving situations.
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ffigh. nor math, the scale had four items. Items in the scale were

standardized separately and then averaged to formascale score. 'Do ease

interpretation, this initial score was then re-scaled to have a mean of 50

and a standard deviation of 10. The resulting scale had an internal

consistency of .75 (ml = 49.68, sd = 9.72). The items in the scaIelaere: (1)

understanding the logical structure of mathematics; (2) understanding the

nature of proof; (3) kncming mathematical principles and algorithms; (4)

thinking about what a problem means and ways it might be solved.

Tme science scale consisted of five itemswhicth tended to

place heavy emphasis on scientific problem-solving. The procedure for

deriving the overall score far this scale was the same as barmath. The

science scale had an internal ccrsistency of .79 (m= 50,0, sd =9.95). The

five items were: (1) prepare students to evaluate arguments based on

scientific evidence; (2) teadh scientific methods; (3) develop prOblem-

solving/inquiry skills; (4) develop scientific writing skills; and (5)

develop skills in lab techniques.

Social studies. The social studies scale develvemlbule mirrors

Newmmmn's (1990) discussion of higher-order thinking in high school social

studies classes. In addition to understanding key concepts and principles in

a discipline, Newmann placed emphasis on engaging students in challenging

problem and having students manipulate information to solve these problems.

Again, the overall scale score was derived in a manner similar to the

derivation of the math and science scale scores, resulting in a four-item

scale (m = 49.53, sd = 9.90) having internal consistency .76. The four items

Imre: (1): formulating and presenting arguments to a group; (2) critically

evaluating historical accounts or arguments; (3) analyzing historical and
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social science theories; and (4) using historical concepts to interpret

current social issues.

ggagfib. The factor analysis of items for the English scale yielded

results different fram the results for the other disciplines. In part, the

difference reflects the different approach to higher-order thinking

developed by specialists in this area. Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987)

present a discussion of higher-order thinking in the areas of reading and

writing that builds on Resnick and Resnick's (1977) conception "high

literacy." Bereiter and Scardamalia argue that higher-order thinking in

reading and writing involves going beyond the extraction of meaning from

simple texts (i.e., "lamer" literacy). instead, students are seen to be

engaged in "high literacy" when they read literary classics, make inferences

about these texts through writing and discussion, and when they attempt to

gain personal meaning from the literature they are reading.

The factor analysis cf items for the EngliSh scale yielded two separate

factors, both of whiCh are included in this study. An initial factor

appears tc, denote a concept of "high literacy" as it applies to reading.

This five-item scale (m = 50.87, sd = 9.49) had an internal consistency of

.84. The itemewere: (1) writing about literature in a variety of forms

(freewrite, formal essays, etc.); (2) comprehending plot and basic meaning

of assigned literature; (3) defining literary terms; (4) engaging in

literary analysis; and (5) exploring personal responses to a variety of

literature. A second factor is specific to writing. This two-item scale (n =

50.79, sd = 9.44) had an internal ccnsistency of .60. The two items in the

scale were: (1) writing about literature in a variety cf forms; and (2)
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leanaing to pre-write, draft, revise, and edit. Note that item (1) in the

reading and writing scales are the same.

Partitioning Vbriation Pzimg Classes, Among Itechems, and Zoom Schools

The measurement analysis indicated that, for each' of the four

disciplines studied, there is reliable class-to-class variation in the

exbanttoulhich teachers emphasize higher-order learning objectives. We law

that the 1205 classes under study vary in this way because way if such

variation existed coild the scales that nmasure such instructional

objectives achieve reasonably high internal consistencies with modest

nuMbers of items per scale. However, this reliable class-to-class variation

°Dad arise for three very different reasons, eadhlwring fundamentally

different implicaticas for understanding how teachers develop instructional

goals.

First, classes could vary reliably 1.,ause the same teacher

differentiates her arjectives across the different classes to which she is

assigned. We call this reliable intml-gjagr variation. Notice that it

waild be absurd to label teachers whigher-order teachers" or "lomer-orr

teachers', if the main source ct reliable variation among classes is within

teachers. Rather, it would be crucial to understand the characteristics ct

classes that elicit higher-order objectives and to understand the basis ct a

teacher's differential judgments across classes regarding the appropriate

objectives.

Second, there could be reliable variation across classes became thene

are important differenms among teachers in emphasis on higher-order

objectives. We call this reliable itIMK.-,A4Ing variation. In the exenmee

case, there would Le no variation within teachers across classes, that is, a



teacher would pursm exactly the same objectives in each of her classes. Mn

this instance, we should waste no time studying had daracteristics cf the

different classes to which a teacher is assigned influence that teacher $

choice of objectives because the choice never varies. Rather, we should

focus on differences among teachers that predict their pursuit of lifferent

objectives.

Third, it be might that reliable variation among classes arises because

schools vary substantially in the objectives pursued by their teachers. Uria

call this reliaale Aggiangtog, variation. In the extreme case, every

teacher in a school wou2d pursue eoaactly the same objectives in every class

so that any differences among objectives pursued for different classes are

strictly determined by the school in whicth that class is located. In this

instance it would be futile to study either class differences or teacher

dif ferences that predict variation within a school. Rather, one should

concentrate on uncovering how different schools shape the objectives of each

teacher within them.

Using methods described in detail in RaudenbuSh, Rzwan, and Nang

(1991) , we deccapcsed the variance in the oubamma memsures into the three

components described above. This analysis was based on a three-level

hierarchical linear model using the computer prognma EMPO (Raudenhmat, EkTZ

Seltzer, & Congdon, 1990) . This program produces maximum likelihood

estimates of the variance and covariance ccmponents based on unbalanced

data. In the simplest three-lfmma =del, which we refer to as the "baseline"

model, there are no predictor variables. Later, we shall utilize a three-

level regression mociel in an attempt to predict the variation identified by

the base model. Based on the variance decomposition frail the baseline model,
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one can estimate the reliability ct inter-teacher and inter-school

differences in instolctional obljectives. lie also can obtain a rough picture

of the reliability ot intra-baadvrddfferences from this model. The results

are illuminating, and vary substantialW across the four disciplines.

Insert 'Wale 2 About Here

Table 2 shows that the intra-teadber variance in higher-order math

objectives is estimated at 60.11, the inter-teacher variance at 33.60, and

the inter-school variance at .09. Hence, 64.1 percent of the variance in

higher-order cbiectives is within teachers, 35.8 peroent is amangteachers

within schools, and a trivial proportion of the variance lies among schools.

no other statistics are helpful in interpreting these variance components.

First, the Table presents chi-square tests of the null hypothesis that the

true variance among teachers within sChools is null, in which case the

estimated variance of 33.60 is an artifact of chance. This hypothesis is

easily rejected six= the observed chi-square of 224.17 far surpasses the

critical value at the .001 level based co 60 degrees of freeim. Similarly,

we can test the null hypothesis that the true variance among schools is

null. In this case we cannot reject this null hypothesis because values cf

an estimated variance near ours (.01) are highly plausible when the:null

hypothesis is true.

The table also provides information about the reliability of estimates

at the teacher and school levels. The reliability for discriminating among

teachers within a school is estimated to be .43, while the reliability for
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discriminating among schools is estimated to be a trivial .01. The three-

level prowendoes not produce estimates of the reliability of intra-teacher

differences. However/ we blow that the internal consistency of the soale

score far math classes is .75 (see Table 1)/ implying that about 24 % of the

total variance in the scale scores is attributabletx, measurement error.

This represerts a variance of about 23.1; when compared to the iatra-teachez

variance estimate of 60.1, we see that about (60.1-23.1)/60.1 or 62% of the

intra-teacher variance is reliable.

In sxm4 the majority of the variance on the math scale is infra-teacher

variance with nearly all of the remaining variance being inter-teacher

variance. There is little evidence cl inter-school variance. Although the

teadher-level variance is statistically significant and substantial in

magnitude/ differences among teachers are less reliable than are intra-

teadher ddfferences.2

These results encourage a search for differences among the classes to

which a teacher is assigned that might vedict the large component of intra-

teacher variation. The data alto, show potential for using teacher

differences to predict teacher variation within schools. The data provide

little: hope for a search for school effects on the math scale.

IP=Awstmet:-.

The results for science are listed in the second colt= of Table 2. The

estimated intra-twchervariande is 38.71; the estimated inter-teacher

2The reliability of the data for discriminating ammg teachers is

limited by the number of classes pct teacher/ but this number results from

the structnre of secondary education and not frrtu the design of the study.

Including mare items would improve the teacimun-'4evel reliability. The

substantial variation within teachers across classes reduces the reliability

of the data for understanding differences among teachers.
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variance is 59.50; and the estimated inter-school variance is 1.37. Thus we

estimate that 38.9 % of the total varianoe is int:re-teacher varianoe, 59.8 %

is inter-teacher variance, and only 1.4 % is inter-sdhool variance. Thus,

the results differ from the math results in that the majority of variation

is at the teacher level, while a substantial fraction is within teachers.

The results are like the math results in that little of the variation is

among schools. Cam &pin, the hypothesis that teachers within schools do

not vary is easily rejected while the hypothesis that schools do not vary is

readily retained.

DebTite a large component of inter-teacher variance, the reliability

for discriminating among teachers within sdhools is modest (see note 2) at

.49. The inter-teacher variance clearly has a reliable: component because

the estimated intra-teacher variance of 38.71 is nearly dcubae the

estimatelmeammammt error variance component of 20.6.

Decomposing the Variation Amopg; Social Studies Classes

The results for social studies are listed in the third column of Table

2. The estimated intra-teacher variance is 19.24; the estimated inter-

teacher variance is 63.71; and the estimated inter-school variance is

11.43. Thus, about 20.4 % of the variance is within teachers, 67.5 % is

among teachers within schools, and 12.1 % is among schools. Thus, the

majority of variation is at the teadher level, and, nct surprisingly, the

hypothesis that teacherswithin schools do not vary is easily rejected. In

this case, the hypothesis that schools do not vary can be rejected at the

moginal significance level of p = .03. Thus, there is some evidence cf

school-to-school variance for social studies.
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Despite the large component of inter,-teacher variance, the reliability

far discriminating aezng teachers within schools remains a modest .53. The

sdhool-level reliability is estimated to be .29. The intra-teacher variance

shows less evidence of having a reliable component than for math and science

because the intra-teacher variance estimate is about the same as the

estimated measurement error variance component.

Recall that, for Ehglish two scales emerged, one for literary emphasis

and one for owhasis an writing. lie consider each below.

Iiitmaga!ggagagdg. The fourth column of Table 2 lists the variance

estimates, hypothesis tests, and reliabilities for literary emphasis. In

sum, we found that 50.8 % of the variance was within teachers; 35.5 % among

teachers within sdhools, and 13.7 % among schools. Both the inter-teacher

and inter-school variances were signif icantly greater than zero. Strong

evidence existed that a reliable component of variation existed within

teachers.

Irie found that 35.4 % of the variation was within

teachers; 46.7 % was among teachers within schools, and 17.9 % was among

sdhools. Both the inter-teacher inter-school variances were significantly

greater than zero. Evidowe that of reliable intra-teacher variance was weak.

54120AdMV

Decomposition of variance in these scales is important because it has

strong implications for where one might. look to explain why classes vary in

terms of the instructional objectives teachers pursue. In this regard, we

discovered important disciplinaryr ddfferences. There was little evidence of

inter-sdhool variance in math or science objectives, while evidence of
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inter-school variance was manifest for l:oth social studies and English

objectives. large and reliable amiconents of intra-teacher variance were

found far math and science, while inter-teacher variance was more important

in social studies. In English the results werp. a bit more =implicated with

most variation in literary objectives fourd to lie within teachers and most

of the variation in writing objectives found to lie among teachers. Having

identified the components of variance in each discipline, the next task of

the analysis s to employ a three-level regression model to predict this

variation.
Correlates tt Teaching far Efigher-Ckrier Thinkinj

APMA-541

For each discipline, multilevel regressim models were fitted in three

stages. First, /reactors that vary within teachers were specified in an

,k=g1._gasligx prediction model. These included tim two indicators for

student track (the academic and honors indicators) I student grader and

teacher preparation.3 The analysis also controlled for class size.

Specifying the intra-teacher predictors enabled us to estimate the adjusted

intra-teacher ard inter-teacher variance, that is, the amcunt of variance

within and amcng teachers after =trolling for the effects of the classes

to which they were assigned.

In the next stage, teacher background variables, including years of

experience, sex, and race, were added and their effects estimated in an

initial k4tgitzgx, model. Control for such background characteristics is

important to insure that estimates of hypothesized effects were not biae

3Reaall that teacher preparation varied from class to class because we
asked each teacher to report her level of preparation to teach the
particular subject natter in each class.
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by uncontrolled background characteristics. Predictors with coefficients

less than 1.5 times their estimMted eftardard errors were tentatively dropped

frau the model.

At the third stage, the inter-teacher predictors hypothesized to

influence instructional objectives were added. These included teachers'

level of education, emphasis on covering the curriculum, emphasis on

achievement test gains, and peroeptions of principal leadership, staff

collaboration, and teacher control. Predictors with coefficients found to be

less than 1.5 times their estimated standard errors were dropped and the

model re-estimated. To guarantee that no predictor, including teacher

bad4round diaracteristics, could have been mistakenly dropped from the

mode l, resiOLials were regressed on variables excluded from the model. If the

approximate "t..-to-emter" (see Raudenbust, Broc, Seltzer, & Congdon, 1990)

exceeded 1.5, that predictor was re-entered into the analysis. Hence, for

each outcome we arrived at a f inal model inauding predictors related to the

outcome and excluding predictors unrelated to the outcome. We used the

relatively liberal criterion of t = 1.5 because we worried more about the

bias that might arise fram failing to specify a pmedictor than about the

lack of ef ficiency that arises when the model is slightly over-fit.

After estimating the final model for eacth outcome, we assessed the

amount of inter-teacher variance explained. 'Ibis is the difference between

the adjusted inter-teacher. variance (based on the intra-teacher mcdel) and

the residual inter-teacher variance (mIsed on the final model) divided by

the adjusted teacher level variance.

With only 16 schooll., the sample offered only limited opportunities to

model the variation among schools in that identifying and controlling for
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relevant covariates and theoretically important preiictors would be of

questionable validity with only 15 degrees of freedom. This shortcoming is

unimportant in the case of mathematics and, science given ladk of evidence

that sdhools varied on the outcome.

The results for the final models in each discipline are presented in

Table 3. Potential predictcmmare listed in the first column. Columns 2 - 6

provide results for math, science, social studies, literature, and writing.

If a predictor was not related to an outcome, the table leaves that entry

blank. The results for math and science were quite different from the

results for social studies and English (literature and writing). We

therefore describe these two sets of results separately.

Insert Table 3 About Here

Begila.U_S.M11=101=i0_1Q1L.Vjalga

grmrAqt_tmjs_migLsrAk. The crucial results for mathematics and

science are the truly massive effects of track. In math, the degree of

emOhasis on higher-order objectives is, an average, 10.50 points higher for

academic classes than for non-academic classes (t = 11.34). The gap betiamn

honors classes and non-academic classes is 17.44 points (t = 14.52).

Recalling that the standard deviation of the math higher-order teaching'

scale is slightly less than 10 points, we see that the academic-

nonacademicgap exceeds a standard deviation in magmitude and the gap

between honors and non-aoadenic classes exceeds 1.7 standard deviation

units.

Large track effects appear in science as, well. The academia
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academic gap is 10.25 (t = 11.301 though in this case the honors-non-

academic gap is similar at 12.53 points (It = 10.10).

There are some differences between the math and science results. In

math, a significant effect of grade appears, b= 1.38, t = 3.41. Ibis result

implies, far example, that the degree of emphasis an higher-order objectives

would be 3*1.38 =4.14 points/141ex for seniors than for freamen, an

effect slightly in excess of .41 standard deviation units. The grade effect

in science is in the same direction, but is smaller and of marginal

statistical significance, b = .78, t = 1.66, implying =expected gap

between seniors and freshmen just exceeding 3*.78 = .23 standard deviation

units.

LL 11,141;.;;*.. Results for the two

outcomes are quite similarwith regard to teadherpreparation and

organizational effects. No effect of level of prwareAcm was manifest for

either outoome, and in science, no teacher education effect appeared. In

math, the teacher education effect was in a dixecticm opposite to that

predicted, b = -4.06, t= -2.19. No organizational effects appeared in

science. In math, a small tendency far teachers eq0Nasizing curriculum

coverage to also e4hisimhigher-order objectives appeared/ but failed to

adhieve conventional levels of significance, b= 1.22, t = 1.62 p > .10. In

sum, the analysis revealed no support for the explanations based on teacher

preparation and organizational design effects for mathematics or science.

_l_ans=ysgygri_stVmjnagl. 'It* model accounted for an impressive

59.6 % of the within-teacher variance for math and 47.6 % for science

(Table 4). Given the level of measurement errar variance discussed earlier,
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these statistics quite substantially wider-report the explanatory power of

the model at this level.

Insert Table 4 About Here

Neither mcdel explains substantial inter-teacher variance. Far

science, none or the variance is explairxxibecause no teacher-level

predictors were significantly related to the outcome. Far math, the model

accounted for about seven percent of the inter-teacter variance.

Eftilgtaigr_agliLLAIILEN21,0

Effects of tradk and grade. Substantial tradk effects appeared in all

three areas (social studies, literature, and writing), hit the effects were

not as massive as in math and science. For example, in social studies, the

gap between academic and non-wade classes initiOm:,..ordr. emphasis was

3.56 points (t = 3.10) and the gap between honors and non-academic classes

was 9.07 pcdnts (t = 8.06). Again the standard deviation is slightly below

10 points so these effects can be interpreted as just occeeding .36 and .91

standard deviation units, respectively. Patterns for writing and literature

are quite similar. No positive effect of grade appeared in any area, though

unexpectedly, negative effects of grade appeared in the two Englih

subjects.

Eff_Lwr,4_sit_tgAglexjammatign_singitia). Signifiaintly positive

effects of teadher level of preparation appeared for social studies =

2.74, t = 3.01) and for literature (b1 = 3.57, t = 3.40). These represent

expected gaps in higher-order emphasis betwwn classes for which teachers

feel "very well prepared" and other classes. No such effect appeared for

writing. No effects of the overall level of teacher education appeared in
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any of the areas, implyirmg that no effect of having earned a masters degree

was present.

italctal2L0224iligiatiONLAaiM Favorable effects of sictortive

principal leadership appeared in the two English subjects (b = 1.52, t =

1.71 in literature; b = 3.14, t = 2.75 in writing;) tut not in social

studies. A favorable teacher control effect appeared in social studi.es (b =

3.91, t = 2.29), bit not Eriglish. 'lb gauge the magnitudes of these effects,

standardized czefficients ("betas") may be =imputed as beta = bSx/Sy, where

Sx and Sy are the standard deviations of predictor and outcome given in

Table 1. Applying these formulas leads, for example, to standardized

estimates of .24 for the effect of principal leadership in writing and .23

for the effect of teacher control in social studies. No effect of staff

collaboration was found in any subject area.

lbacall that we had hypothesized that ernhases an curriculum coverage

and evaluating teaching in terms of achievement gains would be linked to a

decreased emphazis cn higher-order objectives. No evidence emerged to

support these hypotheses. In fact, an emphasis on achievement gains was

positively associated with teaching for higher-order thinking in social

studies (b = 2.46, t = 3.09); and an emphasis on curriculum coverage vas

positively related to such teaching for higher-order thinking in literature

(b = 2.30, t = 4.39).
Msplamt.ommer. As compared to math and science, the

models for social studies, literature, and writing were less prwerful in

explaining intra-teacher variance and =Ire powerful in explaining inter-

teacher variance (Table 4). This is not surprising. Track effects were not

as massive in the three humanities as they were in math and science, while
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teacher and organizational predidamrswere more helpful in the humanities

than in math =science.

Percentages ct intra-teacher variance explained were 26.50 15,1, anl

19.7 for social studies, literature, and writing, respectively. The

corresponding percentages of inter-teacher variance explained were 25.3,

40,6, and 13.5.

Discussion

A fundamental contradiction between current educational theary and

practice provides the motivation far the present inquiry. On the one hard,

an emerging consensus among educational theorists is that fosteringhicper-

order thinking ought to be a principal gral of instruction in all academic

subjects for all students. In contrast, field workers observing teaching

practice in the US, both at the primary and secondary levels, have

described teacher-student interactions that focus primarily on eqpirical and

procedural issues and only rarely on higher-order thinking including the

creative applicationi of fundamental principles to novel situations, the

criticism and synthesis of contrasting viewpoints, or the construction of

alternative explanations. Ethnographic research cited earlier suggests that

teaching for higher-order thinking, when it does occur, is far more likely

to occur in high-ability classes than in low-ability classes, though

theorists claim that the pursuit of such objectives is particularly

important for students with limited academic background.

We sought to evaluate plausible alternative explanations for variation

in the pursuit of higher-order instructional objectives. This evaluation

required, first, accurate measurement of the degree of emphasis on higher-
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order objectives in each of four subject areas. What we learned about this

measurement problem may be of value to future inquiry ont this important

topic. The items designed to tap emphasis on hdgherorder objectives,

adapted from the National EducationalLongitudinal SUrvey of 1990, proved

highly useful. Atypical result is that a scale consisting of just four

items achieves an internal consistency of about .75 across all classes. On

the other hand, items designed to tap lomer-amcdereaphases, including

memorization of facts and practice on procedures, were not helpful. Father

than loading negatively on the higher-order scale, they constituted a

second, weakly reliable factor. This pattern was remmdamblymmergent

across the four disciplines. Apparently, the pursuit of lower-order

objectives does not preclude the simultaneous pursuit of higher-order

objectives, at least, not in the minds of the teachers in this study.

The implications for fabaceuemisummarent efforts seem clear. It would be

wise to writet more items tapping the higher-order dimension for each subject

area. Using variance component estimates from internal consistency analysis,

we can estimate the expected internal consistency of each scale as a

function of the number of items in that scale. FOr example, if the math

scale consisted of 10 items rather than four, we estimate that the internal

consistency of the scale would rise from .75 to around .88; a 15 item scale

ought to produce an internal consistency of about .92. Having more items

might also enable the measurement of interesting sub-dimensions of teaching

for highernorder thinking, including, for example, a sub-scale that taps

emphasis on higher-order cognitive content and a sub-scale that emphasizes

classroom interactions that facilitate higher-order discourse.
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We also ccasidered three explanations for the under-emphasis on

teething for higher-order thinking. First, we reasoned that conceptions of

teaching and learning rooted in the secondary curriculum may encourage

teaching for higher-order thinking only in high-track classes and more

advanced courses in a hierarchically ordered sequence. Ile predicted that

these effects wculd vary across disciplines because the curriculum in these

disciplines vary in the degree to which they are hierardhically organized

acoarding to tradk and grade. Second, we argued that inadequate teacher

preparation night prompt a "transmission style" of teaching that avoids

challenging teacher-student interactions. Such inadequate preparation cculd

arise because the overall level of 'teacher education is inadequate cc

because of a poor natal between teacher background and particular class

assignments. Third, we hypothesized that school organizational structures

put in place to emphasize direct instruction for basic skills may suppress

teachers' adoption of higher-order objectives. Co the otherilaol,

organizational environments characterized by supportive administrative

leadership, staff collaboration, and teacher control over the conditions of

instruction were hypothesized to facilitate the pursuit cl higher-larr

instructional goals.

The most prtninent result of our study was the powerful link between

track and emphasis on higher-order objectimes. This link was strong and

highly significant statistically in every discipline, but was especially

pronounced in nath and science. The second central result was that the

correlates of teaching for higher-crder thinking ad depend upon the

discipline. Hypothesized effects of grade appeared only in math and science.
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No hypothesized effects of teacher 1......eitaration apseared in math and science,

but important positive effects of teacher preparation did appear in social

studies and literature. No organization1 effects appeared in math and

science, bit some evidence of such effects were manifest in social science

and on both English scales (writing and literature).

The teacher preparation effects arising in social studies and

literature were effects of the teacher's self-reported preparation to teach

a particular class. 'they were not effects of the overall level of teacher

education. Our results provided no evidence that sirply having obtained a

master's degree predisposes a teacher to pursue higher-order citectives.

Rather, the match between the teecher's preparation and the subject matter

of a particular class appeared to be linked to higher-arder emphasis.

The organizational effects were more complicated than anticipated.

sone evidence of positive effects of supportive leadership and teacher

control appeared; supportive principal leadership predicted an emphasis on

higher-order objectives in writing and literature, and teacher control over

the conditions of instruction predicted higher-order objectives in sccial

studies. However, elpinsis on cumiculum coverage and on accciantability for

achievement gains did not relate to instructional objectives as

hypothesized. In fact, rather than predicting lm emphasis on higher-order

objectives, emphasis on curriculum coverage predicted a higher-order

emphasis in literature, and concern with achievement gains predicted a

higher-order emphasis in social studies.

Impliotimiar_Esgegmb
IlarlmigtindwticMge., The findings suggest that differentiated

instructional objectives are strcngly institutionalized in the secondary

38
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mathematics and scionice cmarioula. ln those disciplines, the typical teacher

sets very different objectives far non-college and college classes, and

there is evidence, especially in mathenettics but suggestive also in science,

that such a teacher sets higher-order objectives for courses taken later in

a prescribed sequence. The grade ef fect in mathematics is not surprising:

The secondary math curriculum is dif ferent from the other curricula in that

the sequence of ccurses is to a larger extent hierarchical; certain courses

(e.g. , calculus) cannot be taken before certain other courses (e.g.

algebra) .

Commentary cited at the beginning of this paper rejects the contention

that higher-order objectives are less appropriate for low-traCk classes or

mcre elementary classes than for high track classes or more advanced

classes. However, our study provides quite strong evidence that a diverse

set of seccndary math and science teachers disagree. If pmcmcting higher-

order thinking in secondary math and science is an important goal for

educational policy, the advocates of such a policy must recognize that

formidable institutional obstacles confrcnt them. Formulas like providing

mcre preservice teacher education, improving the match between teacher

knowledge and teaching assignment, de-enwhasiz ing standardized tests, or

implementing school organizational reforms are by themselves or together

unlikely to raise the conceptual level of discourse in the seccodaxy math

and science classes we studied. This does nct nean that reforms of

preservice education or school organization cannot be helpful. Hut such

relorms must apparently challenge widely held ccnceptions of teaching and

learning rooted in a curriculum that seens to have invariant characteristics

across diverse sacondmry EK*KCaS .
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objectives across classes. Widespread ccoceptions abzut the relevance of

higher-order objectives for different kinds of students, arguably rooted in

the secondary curricaum, should not he ignored.

However, the appearance of teacher preparation effects and school

organization effects provides sone hope to policy-makers seeking to

increase the prevalence of higher-order instruction through reforms of

preservice education and school organization alone. The capacity of a

teacher to strive for hi0er-order objectives in each class appears to be

undermined by mismatches between prior training or interest and specific

class assignnents. And these findings encourage further exploration of how

supportive organizational enviroannents might raise the level of discourse.

Critics might again argue that better measurement of teacher

characteristics would shed more light on how inproved teacher preparation,

selection, and assigrunent might increase teaching for higher-order thinking;

and that inproved measurenent of arganizational characteristics might

uncover important imights about the likely effects of organizational

reform. In the case of social studies and English, we would agree. Our

results show large components of inter-teacher and inter-school variation

in the humanities. Though these findings do not undermine the inportance of

track, they do encourage the specification of better theories and measures

to understand how teacher and school differences influence th: pursuit of

teaching for higher-order thinking in social studies and Eng 1114h.
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Table 1 Descriptive Statistics for a) Class-Level and b) Teacher-Level
Variables

a) Class-Level Variables

Variables Coding and Range Mean St. Dev.

1. Class sizea

2. Student Grade lavelb

Honors Track vs
Non-lx,nor tiack

4. Academic Track vs
Non-academic Track

5. Level of Preparation

6. Emphasis on Literary
Appreciation in
English Classes

5 itentsc
Reliability = .84

7. Eaphasis on Writing
in English Classes

2 itemsd
Reliability = .60

8. Emphasis on
Higber-Order Thinking
in Social Studies

4 itemse
Reliability = .76

9. Entasis on
Higher-order Think.ing
in Mathenatics

4 itemst
Reliability = .75

10. Ehybesis on
Higher order thinking
in Science

5 itemdg
Reliability = .79

25.69 6.47

2.34 1.00

0 = non-1=mm track .16 .37
1 = advanced or honors

0 = non-acadonic track .42 .49
1. = academic track

0 = not very well-prepared .61 .49
3. = very viell prepared

(16.43, 60.97) 50.87 9.49

(15.71, 59.46)

(29.22, 66.60)

(26.93, 63.89)

(22.91, 65.60)

1

4 4

50.79 9.44

49.53 9.90

49.68 9.72

50.05 9.95



Notes to Table la

ag,16tgam was centered around the grand mean in the HIM analysis.

baggistr_22241_,Icial, was centered around the grand mean in the HIM analysis.

°mere are 89 English teachers and 323 English Classes.

63:here are 65 social studies taw:bars and 272 social studies classes.

fThere are 74 Mathematics teachers and 304 Mathematics classes.

gThere are 75 science teachers and 306 classes.

2
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Tegemr-Level Variabacs

variables Coding and Range Mean St. Dev.

1. Years of Experiencea (1, 40) 20.02 9.15

2. Devel of Education 0 = no masbar,s degree .70 .46

1 = has mastEr's degree

3. Race 0 = others .91 .29

1 = whites

4. Sex 0 = female .61 .49

1 = male

5. Staff COoperationb (-2.51, 1.49) -.04 .74

6 items
reliability = .86

6. 'Nadler oontrole (-2.02, 1.22) -.02 .58

9 items
reliability= .75

7. Principal Leadership4 (-2.33, 1.34) -.02 .71

13 items
reliability = .92

8. Teadher Learninge (-2.35, 1.53) -.06 .76

3 items
reliability = .71

9. Iwartance of Covering (1, 6) 4.51 1.15

the Curriculum

10. Addiniment Gains Basis for (1, 6)

ONxicring Teething
3.97 1.27

Notes to Table lb

ay91122slaling was centered around the grand mean in the HIM analysis.

ba_f_scgalMatiCIL was certered arourd the grand mean in the REM analysis.
was centered arcund the graid mean in the HIM analysis.

was centered around the grand mean in the HIM

analysis.eAgglajning was centered around the grand mean in the HIE analysis.

3



Table 2: Dec:deposition of Variance (no predictors specified)

Math Science Social
Studies

Literary Writing

Intra-
Teadher
Variance 60.11 38.71 19.24 49.24 33.84

Inter-
Teadher
Variance 33.60 59.50 63.71 34.46 44.62

Inter-
Sdhool
Variance 0.09 1.37 11.43 13.29 17.16

0.49 0.53 0.41 0.45

INtiztaUlg

inter-
teadher 0.43

Inter-
school 0.01 0.06 0.29 0.36 0.37

gzazanoataL4f
YaziaL10_,T2ffti

Inter-
teacher

Chi-square
Statistic 224.17 409.28 576.04 267.02 373.09

df 60 60 50 73 73

p-value 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Inter-
School

Chi-square
Statistic 10.02 16.45 25.04 28.42 34.71

df 13 14 14 15 15

pi-value .500 0.29 0.03 0.02 0.00

4
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Wale 3: Predictors of Emphasis on HCM Objectives

(a) Regression coefficient estimates
(with standard err= estimstes in parentheses)

math science Social Literary Writing

Studies

Tgastilcal
noclistsm

Intercept 43.09 44.42 47.67 44.71 46.15

(1.91) (1.32) (1.33) (1-57) (1.76)

Dipexience -0.22
(0.11)

Education -4.06
(1.85)

Stan. Test 2.46
(0.79)

Coverage 1.22 2.30

(0.75) (0.52)

T. Control 3.91
(1.71)

Staff Coop.

Prin. Lead 1.52 3.14

(0.89) (1.11)

Clasg-level
12K24ictgKE

Class size 0.14 0.02 0.04 0.23 0.11

(0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.08) (0.07)

Grade 1.38 0.78 0.46 -0.80 -1.10

(0.41) (0.47) (0.44) (0.44) (0.40)

Academic 10.50 10.25 3.56 5.27 4.26

(0.93) (0.91) (1.15) (1.20) (1.23)

Honors 17.:4 12.53 9.07 8.95 8.69

(1.20) (1.24) (1.13) (1.23) (1.16)

Level ct
Preparation 1.78 -0.87 2.74 3.57 -0.15

(1.17) (1.05) (0.91) (1.05) (1.06)

5



Table 3 ((ntimed)

b) Variance components estimates

Math Science Sccial
Studies

Literary Miting

Intra-
Wacher
Variance

inter-
naacher

24.29 20.27 14.14 41.81 27.19

Variance 35.35 64.65 43.88 13.75 38.54

Inter
School
Variance 0.13 2.56 7.31 17.30 23.40

6



Table 4 Variances and Variance Accarnted fter at the Class and Teacher levels

No Class-level Class-level & Variance
predictors predictors teacher-level. Acommted
(from Table 2) only predictors fora

(from Table 3)

Math

Int:ra-teacher
Inter-teacher
Inter-school

§Ginn-g-Le

Intra-teacher
Inter-teacher
Inter-sch:ol

§gcrig_MIdtm

Intra-teacher
Inter-teacher
Inter-school

Literathre

Intra-teacher
Inter-teacher
Inter-school

&king
Intra-teachem
Inter-teacher
Inter-school

./,=FNIP

60.11 24.30 24.29 59.7%
33.60 39.47 35.35 10.4%
0.09 0.14 0.13

38.71 20.27 20.27 47.6%

59.50 64.65 64.65 0. at
1.37 2.56 2.56

19.24 14.16 14.14 26.5%

63.71 58.76 43.88 25.3%

11.43 10.36 7.31

49.24 41.61 41.81 '.4.5.1%

34.46 23.15 13.75 40.6%

13.29 14.53 17.30

33.84 27.12 27.19 19.7%

44.62 44.56 38.54 13.5%

17.16 19.97 23.40

Note

a Percentage of intra-teacher variance ac.munted for =

(Variance with no predictors - variance with all predictors) divided by the

variance with no prediters.

Percentage of inter-teather variance accamted for =

(Variance with class-level predictors - variance with all predictors) di.vided
by the variance with class-level predictors.
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